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Recursive parameter estimation in diffusion processes is considered. First, stability and asymptotic properties of 
the global, off-line MLE (maximum likelihood estimator) are obtained under explicit conditions. The MLE 
evolution equation is then derived by employing a generalized It6 differentiation rule. This equation, which is 
highly sensitive to initial conditions, is then modilied to yield an algorithm (infinite dimensional in general) which 
results in an estimator that, irrespective of initial conditions. is consistent and asymptotically efficient and in 
addition, converges rapidly to the MLE. The structure of the algorithm indicates that well known gradient and 
Newton type algorithms are hrst-order approximations. The results cover a wide class of processes. including 
nonstationary or even divergent ones. 
parameter estimation *maximum likelihood *evolution equations *continuous time algorithms *diffusion proc- 
esses 
1. Introduction 
Recursive methods are of crucial importance in problems where the estimated model of the 
system is used on-line and when computation issues are taken into account (e.g. adaptive 
control). 
Although utilization of discrete time algorithms is dictated by digital computers, recent 
(and renewed) interest in continuous-time algorithms emerged mainly due to the rapid 
improvement in computation speed which enables high adaptation rates that result, loosely 
speaking, in almost continuous-time algorithms. However, it is well known that the reduction 
of sampling and adaptation intervals could cause biased estimates [9] or even ill condi- 
tioning [41] and divergence [ 371. These problems can be overcome through continuous 
time analysis. Nevertheless, while recursive estimation schemes in discrete-time processes 
were extensively investigated (e.g. [ 42,351 and references therein), very little has been 
done in continuous-time systems. Most of the earlier research is concerned with systems 
described by ordinary differential equations. Various models (mostly linear) and estimation 
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methods are presented in the survey of Young [47]. Recursive estimation in stochastic 
differential systems was considered recently by several authors who present continuous- 
time extensions of some well known discrete-time algorithms. Parameter estimation in 
linear, time invariant systems with SA (stochastic approximation) algorithms is investigated 
by Chen [ lo], while various RLS (recursive least squares) methods are employed in Chen 
[ 91, Van Schuppen [ 451, Moore [ 371 and Aase [ 11. The analysis is indeed more delicate 
than in the discrete-time counterpart but follows essentially its main steps (such as the ODE 
method for the SA [ lo] or the Almost Super Martingale approach in the RLS [ 451) . We 
mention here also an approach based on methods similar to ours [ 16,361 and comment on 
those in the last remark which follows the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
On the other hand, much progress has been made in off-line parametric identification of 
continuous time systems, mainly with the MLE (maximum likelihood estimator) and its 
variants [ 2 1 ] . While earlier works deal mainly with ergodic models which are either linear 
[ 8,28,3 1 ] or possess compact parameter sets [ 391, the recent use of random normalization 
[ 5,13,18,19] leads to the MLE consistency and asymptotic efficiency for a wide class of 
processes including nonstationary and unstable processes [ 131. A nonlinear, nonstationary 
process is considered also by Borkar and Bagchi [ 71. However, only MLE consistency on 
compact parameter sets is obtained. Some other approaches for the off-line, continuous- 
time system identification, mainly for the partially observed, linear, time-invariant systems, 
can be found in [ 2,3,11,12,44]. 
The main concern of this work is to bridge, to some extent, this gap (between recursive 
and off-line estimation), by proposing a continuous-time, recursive algorithm (infinite 
dimensional in general), which, under certain conditions, is consistent, asymptotically 
efficient and is ‘exponentially close’ to the MLE, i.e. is approximately optimal (in the ML 
sense) in finite times. In some important cases, the proposed algorithm possesses a finite 
dimensional realization. In other cases, this algorithm can serve as a basis for finite dimen- 
sional approximations. 
The formulation and analysis of the proposed algorithm follow (and in some aspects are 
based on) a thorough study of the behavior of the global (off-line) MLE. In particular, the 
MLE classical asymptotic properties are established under rather weak and explicit condi- 
tions and its evolution equation is derived and investigated. This equation contributes 
considerably to the understanding of the MLE’s dynamics and serves as a basis to the 
construction of the algorithm. We note that the study of global maximization is essentially 
broader than common approaches which are of local type, that is, where either estimation 
is restricted to some bounded domain, e.g. [7,20] or, when the existence of a consistent 
solution to the ‘estimation equation’ is proved, e.g. [ 4,211. The global maximization 
approach requires to show that the MLE is stable (i.e. is a.s. bounded, uniformly on W + ) 
This enables to avoid reflections (at some boundary) in the MLE evolution equation. 
As was noted also by Chen [9], the formulation of continuous-time algorithms leads 
towards a somewhat more reasonable approach to the derivation of discrete-time algorithms 
(based on sampled data). That is, roughly speaking, simultaneous ‘sampling’ of both the 
observed process and the continuous-time algorithm. This is in contrast with the traditional 
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approach which involves system discretization followed by an application of a suitable 
discrete-time algorithm (with its mentioned drawbacks, see also [ 421) . 
The paper is organized as follows: The formulation of the estimation problem is presented 
in the next section. In Section 3 we introduce the MLE and its asymptotic properties. The 
MLE evolution equation is derived and analyzed in Section 4. This is followed by modifi- 
cations which yield the proposed algorithm. The last section is devoted to the algorithm’s 
asymptotic characteristics and its closeness to the MLE. 
Notation: W denotes the reals, and for an interval I, A?(I) is the Bore1 g-algebra on I, 
with ,g = .B( W). Ck is the space of real functions on W possessing k continuous derivatives. 
2. Problem formulation 
Let (0, 9, P) be a complete probability space, (wf, 9,) a standard Brownian motion 
where { F^r)r>,O is a right continuous, increasing sequence of sub a-algebras. Let C, g C[ 0, 
t] , g4,sAY( C[ 0, t] ) be the space of continuous functions on [ 0, t] and its Bore1 a-field, 
respectively. 
Consider a collection of real valued processes {X”) HtW which satisfy the (nondegenerate) 
stochastic differential equations 
drfH=m(&xp, t) dt+a(x,!, t) dw,, x:=0 a.s. (2.1) 
Denote by PU: the probability measure induced by (x f, 0 G s < t) on ( C,, s4). Let X= 
(x,, t > 0) be the measured process and assume that there exists a 0* E W such that X= 
X0* (i.e. exact modeling). Under some regularity conditions (to be specified below) the 
log-likelihood L,( 13) exists in the form 
dtd ’ 
L,(B)=log- = 
dpU,H* I 
a-2(x.<, S)rm(& x,, s) -m(@“, x,, .y)l d.G 
0 
1 ’ -- 
2 I 
a-*(x.?, S)]m*(@ x,, s) -m2(8”, x,, s>l ds. 
(2.2) 
Remarks. 1. Consider for a moment the case of 8 dependent diffusion coefficient u. In this 
case, the measures { p’) H are (in general) mutually singular. We therefore adopt the usually 
assumed parameter independence of u and take for simplicity CT= 1 [ 7,8,13,28,39]. There 
is an approach to the 0 dependent case which is based on the quasi (or partial) log-likelihood 
function, see e.g. [ 2 11. The approach to the ML estimation problem which is presented in 
this work can be easily applied to quasi likelihood estimation as well as to estimation under 
other criteria. 
2. The restriction to BE W is made in order to simplify the presentation of the basic ideas. 
In the case of the MLE, an Wd extension is complicated by cumbersome notation, but 
involves only minor technicalities and is rather straightforward, see Remark 2 at the end of 
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Subsection 4.1. As for recursive estimation, the basic guidelines for the construction of the 
Wd counterpart of the algorithm (which is derived in Section 4) are described in the last 
section. It should though be noted that some proofs which rely explicitly on the fact that 
rl= 1, do not carry on to d > 2. This point requires further study. 
We are now ready to state the basic conditions. 
(Al) m:WXWXW++WisBorelmeasurable. 
(A2) m( 8, , t) is globally Lipschitz, uniformly on compacts in t. 
(A3) m( 8, . , t) is of linear growth, i.e. Vt < a, IVE W, X0,, < QZ such that 
m2(8,x, s)<L,,(l+x2) VXEW,.sE[O, t] 
Remark. Conditions (Al )-( A3) imply the existence and uniqueness of strong solutions 
X’={xf,t>O) to(3.1) [24]. (Recallthatweseto=l.) 
Definition. m’“‘( 8, x, t) =d”rn( 8, x, t) /aO” (m’“‘( 0, x, t) =m( 13, x, t)). 
Among the following assumptions, which we impose for II =O, 1, . . . . 4, (A4), (A5), 
(A6) correspond (respectively) to conditions A, B, C in [ 301: 
(A4) (0, w,O<s<t]m ( , ., , (‘I) 8 x.(o) s) EA) ~9?@.9~@9’[0, t] VAEB, t<m. 
(A5) 3~>s>O,h,,(x,t)(Borel)suchthatV(x,t)~~X~+, 
(i) lm ‘“‘( 0, x, t) -nz”“( 8’, x,t)I’~h~(x,t)(1e-8’I’+“V I,-WI”“, 
VB, WE w ; 
(ii) (m’“‘(O,x, t) )*<hff(x, t) 
(A6) There is an integer k = k, > 0 such that for any t > 1, 
1 
,:::o Py t - s) Eh~(x,, r) dr<w Vm> I . 
(A7) m’“‘(O,x, .)EC(W’) vx, OEW. 
The following hypothesis is a Novikov type condition which guarantees that 
d~~/d~~* exists and is a martingale. Define g( 8, x, s) L m( 8, x, s) - m( 0*,x, s). Assume: 
(A8) Eexpllg’(B,r.,s)ds<x VOEW, t>o. 
0 
Girsanov’s theorem implies that of N py* VBE W, t > 0 and 
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dd 
L,( e) = log - = 
d/d’* 
g(O,x,,s) dx,- ;j- [m’(8,x,,~)-~~(~*,,,.~)] ds 
0 0 
‘G,(O) -$(G(O)), (2.3) 
It can be verified that conditions (A4)-( A6) imply that G is jointly continuous in ( 0, t) 
in the mean square and hence in probability. This leads to the existence of a measurable 
separable version. Throughout, we consider only this jointly separable version (denoted 
also by G). Such a convention is used in the sequel for every stochastic integral with its 
integrand satisfying (A4)-( A6). 
Theorem 2.1. Let conditions (A) hold. Then L,( . ) E C4 VtE W, a.s., and 
ViL,( 0) = 
I 
V&A@ x,, s) dw, 
0 
Vk,(g2(0, xs, s)) ds V(8, t) ERXR+ a.s. (2.4) 
Moreocer, Qk = 0, 1, . . , 4, ViL has jointly ( 13, t) continuous paths over W X W + a.s. 
Proof. First note that the Lebesgue integral term in (2.3) is smooth by (A5). 
The differentiability of the stochastic integral in (2.3) is shown only fork = 1 (the proofs 
for k>, 2 are essentially the same). By [ 30, Theorem 2.21 G is jointly continuous. Fix an 
interval [ -N, N] . Then, by Hutton and Nelson [ 20, Theorem 2.21, for each tE W +, 
G,( .) EC’( -N, N) (a.s.) and 
VoG,( 0) = 
I 
gH( 8, x,, s) dw, VBE ( -N, N) a.s. (2.5) 
(1 
Let T< 00 be fixed. Obviously, (2.5) holds for all rational t’s in [ 0, T], with a common w- 
null set. Our aim is to show that in fact, it holds tfte [0, T], w.p.1. Choose some non- 
rational to E [ 0, T] and let {t, } be a sequence of rational times such that t, t to. Now, for 
any w E R for which G,( 0) and G gs( 0, x,~, s) dw,Y are both jointly continuous in ( 8, t) and 
(2.5) holds for all rationals in [ 0, T] , one has 
I, to 
lim VOG,,( 0) = lim 
I 
gH( 8, x,y, s) dw, = 
I 
g,(R x,, s) dw, VI 81 <IV. 
n’a n-a 
0 0 
(2.6) 
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The first equality is due to (2.5) whereas the second equality follows from the joint 
continuity of stochastic integrals in the right-hand side. Hence, the validity of (2.5) for to 
(and therefore, for all t E [ 0, ‘Z’] , outside an o-null set, independent of t and 0) will follow 
if we prove that V8G,,,( 0) exists and equals to the left-hand side of (2.6) VBE ( -N, N). 
This is obtained by noting that for every o as above (with N+ 1 replacing N in (2.5) and 
(2.6) ), one has 
lim sup sup 1 (G,( of E) - G,,( 0) ) - lim V,G,( 0) 
E-O )8!<N E II 4 = 
= lim sup sup lim ‘(G,(~+E)-G,J@)-V~C,(@ 
s-0 (B( <N ,I+= & 
VtiG,,( P) d@- VoG,“( ‘3 
< lim sup sup lim I Vd%( PI - VdX( 0) I 
6’0 P./X( -N,N) n+= 
IP-@l~l&l 
fr, 
= lim sup sup lim I\ [gs( P, x,s, s) -gJ 0, x,> s) 1 dw.7 E--‘O p,@E(-N,N) n--r= 
IP-4Gl&I II 
< lim sup sup sup II tgH( P> x,, s) -g,(& x.5, s)l dw, =0 F-+0 P,HE( -N.N) LIE [W-l 
lP4Gl&I 
o 
The second inequality follows from the joint continuity of G (since all the limits exist). 
The third equality is due to the existence of VeG for rational t’s. The passage from V,G to 
1 g, dw is again due to (2.5). The last equality is implied by the joint continuity of 1 g, dw. 
Choosing T = N, letting N + 00 and applying monotone convergence leads to (2.4). 
The joint continuity of V& follows from (2.4) and the joint continuity of 1 g, dw. The 
joint continuity of higher order derivatives is obtained in the same way. Cl 
Let the first three derivatives of L,( . j be denoted by: 
(i) u,(@) = VA(e) , (ii) H,( 0) = V$,L,( ej ; (iii) Q,( f3) = v$,( e) 
The global MLE 8, can be formally defined as 
8, = arg sup L,( e) . (2.7) 
6r=w 
Note that the measurability of & is not a priori clear. This point is treated in Lemma 2.2 
below. 
It is obvious that a.e. on { w ) ) &( o) ) < to) : 
(i) U,( 19,) =0 ; (ii) H,(8,) GO. (2.8) 
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Remark. It will be shown later that for all sufficiently large t’s, a strict inequality holds in 
(2.8) (ii). This indicates that L,( . ) is strictly concave in some small neighborhood of I!$,. 
From (2.7)) the solution to the ML problem can be found by solving the ‘estimation 
equation’ [ 13,211: U,( 0) = 0. 
We end this section with the measurability problem and redefine the MLE I$, 
& = lim inf arg max L,( 0) . (2.9) 
n--l= IHl <n 
Our aim is to show that an F’,-adapted MLE as defined in (2.9) indeed exists and 
moreover, that (2.7) and (2.9) coincide on a ‘large’ wset (which, under weak conditions, 
has probability 1, see Remark 2 below). 
Let _fl, be the w-null set outside of which L,( . ) is continuous. Define the event 
r, = 
{ 
lim inf L,( 19) < lim sup L,( 13) = sup L,( 0) # L,( 19) t/Be W . 
IHI-= IHI -@z BEW > 
We claim the following: 
Lemma 2.2. Assume that conditions (A) hold. Then, for each t > 0, there exists an F,- 
measurable MLE I$ as defined in (2.9) which satisfies (2.7) VW@ r, U Mt. 
Proof. Fix t > 0 and recall that Lr( . ) is continuous (V’w ~5 _fl,). By Jennrich [ 23, Lemma 
21, for any n < ~0 there exists an F-,-measurable r.v. &’ such that VwPH’,, L,( 6:) = 
maxlelG,L,(0) (define &‘= +a V’we,H,, and set &“=&’ if max,,,,,+,L,(@= 
L,( 6:) ). This implies the measurability of (2.9) (extended T.v.). Fix w P r, U A’“, and take 
a convergent subsequence ( & )i such that lim, j x &’ = I!!), . Then 
sup L,( 0) = lim max L,( 0) = lim L,( @) = L,( 6,) 
BEW I’= (8j<n, ;+a 
(2.10) 
where the next to last equality follows the definition of I$‘( as the maximizer of L,( ) over 
[ -n, nil and the last equality is due to the continuity of L,( ) (and the choice of w outside 
of r,). 0 
Remarks. 1. Note that 6, could be _t 00, in particular ( I$ 1 = CO VW E r, U M,. 
2. A rather weak growth condition (B, below) leads to lim,,, _% sup,>_,, L,( 13) = -m, 
a.s. (see [ 301) which is more than enough to conclude that P( r, U Jns,) = 0 Vt > 0. 
3. MLE asymptotic properties 
Before we turn to recursive estimation, it is worthwhile to consider the MLE (which is off- 
line in nature) and its asymptotic properties. It is however important to remark that similar 
results under various conditions were presented by other authors [e.g. 7,13,2 11. Feigin [ 131 
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employs martingale theory to investigate the MLE in a class of continuous time, ‘conditional 
exponential’ processes, i.e. for which a factorization U,( 13*) =I,( 0”) (6, - 0”) exists. 
These are, in the case of diffusions, the ones with linear-in-the-parameter drifts. In [ 2 11, 
Hutton and Nelson consider quasi likelihood estimation for a wider class of cadlag semi 
martingales (where the quasi likelihood approach enables to deal with mutually singular 
induced measures). Implicit conditions concerning the residuals in the Taylor expansions 
of L,( 8,) and U,( e,) around 0” (conditions (3.13) and (4.2) in 12 11, respectively) are 
presented. When the parameter set is compact, explicit sufficient conditions for the strong 
consistency of the MLE are presented by Borkar and Bagchi [ 71. 
The contribution of this section lies in the extension of the results obtained in [ 7,13,21] 
(for diffusions). In particular, MLE strong consistency and asymptotic efficiency over 
unbounded parameter set are obtained for a large class of diffusion processes (including 
nonlinear and nonstationary processes) under explicit conditions. The a.s. boundedness of 
the MLE’s trajectories is also considered. Boundedness is obtained via a uniform decay 
property for parameter dependent, It8 integrals [ 301. 
Let Z, k I{, mi( 0*, x,,, S) ds. We assume the following: 
(Bl)Z,>OVt>O,a.s.and3v>Osuchthat 
O<c,(w)< liminftC”I,< limsupt-“I,<c,(w)<m a.s. 
,+r f-” 
(B2) V6 > 0,35( 6) = l( 6, w) > 0 such that 
lim inf 1; ’ ~‘(O,X,~,S) ds>J(6) as. Vosuchthat (0-0*( >6. 
f--t= 
0 
(B3) lim sup I ,- ’ h;(x,, s) ds<x a.s., n=O, 1, 2. 
,+= 
0 
f 
(B4) lim inf (t] /31)-Y g2(0, x,,, S) ds=x a.s. Vt,,>O, for some y>O. 
JHI ‘cc far,, J 
0 
Remarks. 1. (Bl) corresponds to condition G, in Ljung and Soderstrom [ 35, p. 1661 
where recursive estimation is considered. 
2. (B2) guarantees the uniqueness of 8” as the optimal parameter in the sense of some 
asymptotic cost (parameter identifiability [ 321) . It resembles the classical assumption of 
the form 
1 f 
lim inf inf - 
I+== (H-H*IPS t I 
g2(0, x,~, S) ds>O a.s. V6>0 
0 
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(see e.g. [ 32, pp. 137-l 391, [ 39, assumption A,], [ 71) Another related condition [ 18, 
pp. 1581 is implied by (B2). 
3. (B3) corresponds to assumptions Ah-iii, A, in [ 71. 
4. At first, (B4) seems to be very restrictive (e.g. does not hold for the bounded drift 
case). In fact, it holds for every m( 0, X, t) which grows as ] 01 y, for some y> 0 (such as 
all finite polynomials in (3). This condition implies high costs to large deviations from the 
‘true’ parameter 0*. It will result in lim, H, _1 L,( 13) = - x which is a quite common assump- 
tion in optimization over unbounded spaces (see e.g. [ 15, assumption A,] ). This is a key 
to the MLE stability (i.e. nonexistence of finite or infinite escape time). 
The following equicontinuity theorem which corresponds to the main theorem in Borkar 
and Bagchi [ 7, Theorem 3.11, plays an important role in establishing MLE consistency. Its 
proof relies on a general equicontinuity theorem for normalized, parameter dependent, It8 
integrals [ 30, Theorem 4.11. 
Theorem 3.1. Let conditions (A) and (B) hold. Then the,function sets 
(1;’ EL,( *) I,,,,,“, k=O, 1, 2, 3, 4, 
are equicontinuous, uniformly ouer K as., for every KC C b?. 
Proof. We prove only for k = 0. The proofs for k = 1, 2,3,4 are similar. Fix 6 > 0, KC C w. 
Recall that G,( 13) = 1;) g( 0, x,, s) dw,Y. Then V6 E (0, I], 
sup sup 1; ’ I L,( 0) -LA 0’) I 
fJ,H’E K fiat,, 
I@-H’qGS 
= sup sup 1, ’ I GA 0) - GA 0’) - $ ( (G( 0) >r - ((3 0’) >,I I 
N,H’rK f>m 
IO-f/q<8 
< sup SUP 1, ’ I GA 0) - GA 0’) I 
H.H’eK ,a,,, 
/H-f/H’1 <fi 
+; sup SUP 1,’ I(W@),-(G(U),I . (3.1) 
H.H’EK m 2 fll 
(H-W <s 
In view of [30, Theorem4.11, (Z;‘G,( .)},,,,, is equicontinuous in t, uniformly over K 
(a.s.) . It remains to examine the second term on the right-hand side of (3.1) : 
sup SUP I ~ ’ I (G( 0) >, - ((3 0’) >r I 
f = sup sup I; ’ II (g’(O, x,, s> -g2(8’, x,, s)) ds .Y.H’EK f> n, 
IO-O’,<S 0 
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<26 (lf.5)/2 sup (,,_,*l”+“‘“v ,&,*p+“‘” 
BEK 
1 sup f j- h*(~.v s> ds 
f> to f 
0 
where the last inequality follows from the definition of g and the Holder continuity of m 
(see (A5) ). The continuity of ( 1 /I,) k h2(zrY, s) ds together with (B3) yields 
x5, s) ds<m a.s. 
0 
(3.2) 
(3.2) and the compactness of K imply the theorem. 0 
The nonexistence of explosion for 6 is derived as follows: 
Theorem3.2.Assume(A)and(B).ThenP(sup,,,,, l&l <m)=l. 
Proof. First, by [ 30, Theorem 3.11, conditions (A4)-( A6) ensure that 
lim sup ] G,( 0) 1 /(G( @), =0 a.s. (3.3) 
ISI --f= I>fO 
By definition, 
MN = (G(e)),(G,(B)l(G(e)), - 1, . (3.4) 
Note that under (B4), 
lim inf inf (G( f3)), > lim inf (G(0)),,, = ~0 a.s. (3.5) 
I/91+= ,>f” ISI *= 
which implies that V’F > 0,3N, < M and an a > 0 such that 
P 
( 
inf (G(@),>,a >l-4~. 
1 
(3.6) 
I0l>Nl 
(3.3) implies that there exists an N2( F) <CT: such that 
P 
( 
sup sup IG,(e)Il(G(e)),<; >l-;&. 
IHI >NI f&f{, 1 
Taking N = N, V N2 results in 
(3.7) 
p 
( 
sup supL,(e)<o >l-&. (3.8) 
IBl>Nf>Q 1 
By the definition of G,, L,(8,) a&( 0) V0 Vta to a.s. In particular, for 8* we have 
L,(0*)=OandthusL,(8,)>OVt&t0,a.s.LetO<&<1 andchooseN=N(E) asin(3.8). 
Then, 
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P sup supL,(f3)<0 
IHI >N f>fo fat” 
Take 6 JO to conclude the proof. 0 
The following technical lemma is the basis for the MLE strong consistency. Define 
K~=(8~~W16,<18-8*(~~).Then,for~whichisdefinedin(B2)wehave: 
Lemma 3.3. Let (A), (B) hold. Then 
P lim sup sup Z,‘L,(@ > -iJ(6) =O. 
( r+m HEKf 1 
(3.9) 
Proof. For any t!IE Ki it holds that 
limsupI;‘L,(@= lim~upZ;‘(G(e)),(G,(e)l(G(8)),-4) 
1-z I--1= 
<-f liminfI,P’(G(B)),< -fi(8) as. 
1+x 
(3.10) 
which is implied by (B2) and a martingale LLN (i.e. lim,,, G,( 0) /(G( @)), = 0 a.s., see 
[ 40, p. 1751) . Define the (random) set 
Aye) = e’EK; SUP I;* IL,(e)-L,(e’) 1 <E 
1 I > 
. (3.11) 
f z hl 
The set of w for which (1;‘L,( .) ),,,, is equicontinuous and (3.10) holds, has probability 
1. For any w in this set the union of A”( 0) is an open cover of Kz and so is the cover 
U T=, A 2E( 0,) (where 0, belongs to afixed, countable dense set in K:). Extracting, by the 
compactness of Kg, a finite subcover U z, A 2F( t9,), it follows that 
lim sup sup l;‘L,( e) G - I& 8) + 2s. 
f-” t&K2 
The arbitrariness of 6 completes the proof. El 
We are now ready to establish the strong consistency and asymptotic normality of the 
MLE. 
Theorem 3.4. Let (A) and (B) hold. Then: 
(i) 19, + e* U.S. 
(ii) I:“( 19, - e*)aJ(o, 1). 
Proof. Because L,( &) > 0 Vt, it follows that 
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P 
( 
lim sup ) 4, - 8* 1 > 6 
1-z 1 
<P sup ]J,-0*( >N(F, e*) +P limsup sup r;‘&(0)> -ii(a) 
( f>R, 1 ( f+” HGKZ 1 
where N(E, 0*) =N(E) + ) 8” ) for N(E) as in (3.8) and the second inequality follows 
from Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.3. The arbitrariness of E completes the proof of (i) 
The proof of (ii) is based on a Taylor expansion of U/,( 13) around 8”. The validity of 
such expansions (which are used also in the subsequent analysis) is based on the sample 
path continuity of the log likelihood and its derivatives. 
Let U, p U,( i3” ) Then, expanding U,( 6,) yields 
o=u,(8,)=u,+(B,-8*)H,(8,), e,qe*, h,] (3.12) 
Dividing by I,!12 = ( U>j I2 and rearranging, 
z;“‘lJ,= -r:‘*(e,-e*)l;‘H,(8,) (3.13) 
By a martingale CLT [ 13,14,22], I,-"* U ,a M( 0, 1). Hence, (ii) follows if we show 
that 
I,_ I H,( 6,) --) - 1 ) in probability (3.14) 
Since 6, -+ 8*, the equicontinuity of {I,-‘H,( .)),,,(, implies that (3.14) holds as soon as 
we show that I,-‘H,(B*) + -1. Now I;‘H,(8*)=I; ]i,m,,(B*, x,, s) dw,-1. Let 
K=2(1+ lO*l”“V ]O*l’iV).Then,by (A5) and(B3), 
I f 
lim sup 1; ’ m&LO*, x.,, s) ds < K lim sup I,- ’ 
f-m s r-x I‘ 
/12,(x,,, s) d.s<m a.s. 
0 0 
This computation and a martingale LLN (for 1; moH( f3*, x,,, s) dw,) lead to 
I,‘H,( 0*) + - 1 (as.) which implies (3.14) and concludes the proof of (ii). 0 
Remark. If the identifiability condition (B2) is removed then paraphrasing the proof of 
(i) leads to 
1 
8,-+ liminfZ,P’(G(8)),=0 
> 
a.s. (3.15) 
f+” 
4. MLE evolution equation and algorithm formulation 
In this section we first derive the evolution equation of the MLE’s trajectories. This relies 
mainly on the generalized It6 differentiation rule [ 6,25,38,43,46], known also as the It& 
Ventzell formula. Some modification to follow enables to construct a recursive estimation 
algorithm. 
4. I. A4LE dyuzmics 
To motivate the derivation, assume first that our candidate for the MLE is a continuous 
semimartingale in the form 
Recall that for each fixed 0, { Ur( 19), t&O) is a continuous semimartingale. Furthermore, 
by Theorem 2.1, U,( . ) E C’ (Vt> 0 (a.s.) ) and together with its derivatives, is jointly 
( 0, t) continuous. Then, by Kunita [ 2.5, Theorem 8.11, one can apply It&Ventzell’s formula 
for the composition of ( 8, ) with the random field U,( ) to obtain 
dU,(8,)=m,(8,,x,,r)[du,-m(8,,x,,t)dt]+H,(B,)de, 
+ ;Q,( f?,)bf dr+m& ti,, x,, t)b, dt, tat,, 
(Recall that Q = V3L.) Thus, neglecting singularities (i.e. assuming that H,( 6,) < 0 Vt> to), 
one concludes that the MLE, which solves U,( 0) = 0 k+t > 0, should be a solution of the 
equation (we omit the dependence on x, and t for notational simplicity), 
de,= -H;‘(8,){m,(8,)[dx,-m(8,) dtl+[~Q,<e,,b:+mHH(e,)b,I dfl  
t a 41 > 
which, after equating coefficients with (4. I ), yields 
de,= -H;‘(8,){m,(B,)[dw,-m(8,) dr] 
+ [fQ,ce,)H,~2(e,,m2,(e,, -H ~‘(B,)m,(B,)m,,(8,)1 df) , 
tat,) 3 (4.2) 
with initial conditions; ) I$, ( < cc, U,,( a,,,) = 0, H,(,( a,,,) < 0 
Remark. The choice of initial time to > 0 is imposed by the fact that HO( 19) = 0 VB. 
It is our goal to prove that if the MLE (which is denoted throughout by 6,) is continuous, 
then it does indeed satisfy (4.2), at least for all large enough t’s. 
Let to>0 be fixed. Define T=r(W)=inf(t>t,,] ]6,]=“) and u=(T(w)= 
inf{ t > to 1 I!/,( 6,) = 0). Our program, which culminates in Theorem 4.2 below, is as follows: 
(i) Prove that for any deterministic to > 0 and I$, (possibly random) with U,,,( I$,,) = 0, 
H,,,( I$,,) < 0 (a.s.), (4.2) possesses a unique, strong solution in [to, TA a) (Lemma 4. I 1. 
(ii) Assuming that the MLE {it] is continuous, prove that I$ = I!?~ k’te [f,,, TA a), 
to > T= T(w) <x (Theorem 4.2). 
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(iii) Utilize MLE’s sample-path boundedness and continuity together with the fact that 
H,( 6,) ---) -M (see the proof of Theorem 3.4) to conclude that 7A (T= w (Theorem 4.2). 
Lemma 4.1. Under conditions (A), (B) , equation (4.2) possesses a unique strong solution 
6,. to=Gt<rAa. 
Proof. Write (4.2) in the form 
de, =A( t& t) dt+B( e,, t) dw, (4.3) 
where the (random) functions A and B are obtained (respectively) by equating the drift 
and diffusion terms in (4.2). Note that if A and B are jointly ( 8, t) continuous and locally 
Lipschitz in 8 (as.), then the proof follows Kunita [26, Theorem 3.4.51. In our case 
however, the term H - I which appears both in A and B may result in unbounded coefficients. 
Therefore, while in the classical local Lipschitz case, only truncation of 8 is applied, here 
an additional truncation argument is needed. 
To this end, fix n <CC and choose a C” function t+!t,, such that I/J,,( 0) = 1 if 1 f31 G n, 
~~(8)~[O,l]ifn~~0~~n+land1,&(8)=0, ~0(~n+l.Let~,J&t)=~~(H;‘(@) 
(note that & is jointly continuous), define A”( 8, t) =A( 8, t) $,,( 0) &( 8, t), B”( 8, t) = 
B( 8, t) +n( 0) &( 8, t) and consider the following SDE: 
de: =A”( &‘, t) dt+B”( a;, t) dw,, 8; = &$,J &)&( & to) . (4.4) 
These truncations, together with the fact that all the terms in A” and B” are jointly 
continuous and continuously differentiable w.r.t. 0 (with jointly continuous derivatives, see 
Theorem 2.1)) imply that A” and B” are globally Lipschitz with globally linear growth 
(a.s.) . This enables to apply [ 26, Theorem 3.4.11 to conclude that (4.4) possesses a unique 
strong solution { @;, to < t < m ) . 
Define S” = inf( t > to I ) 6: I > n or H,( 8:) > - 1 /n} and note that (4.4) coincides with 
(4.3) VtE [t,,,S”).LetS”=lim,_, S”anddefine(8,,t0<t<S”}by8,=&‘ift<S”.With 
this definition, one has S” = a A r and ( 6,,, to < t < o A T) , a unique strong solution of 
(4.3). 0 
The next theorem is a rather straightforward conclusion: 
Theorem 4.2. Assume conditions (A), (B) hold. If the MLE ( &} has a.s. continuous 
trajectories, then (4.2) holds for 6, for all sufficiently large t’s. That is, Vr> 0, 
3t0 = t,,(e) < w such that (4.2) describes the MLEpath on [to, 00) with probability > 1 - E. 
If in addition, P( H,( t$) <O Vt > 0) = 1 i.e., the log-likelihood L,( . ) is strictly concave in 
some small neighborhood of the MLEfor all t > 0, then (4.2) is the MLE evolution equation 
on [to, M) as. Vt, > 0. 
Proof. Let T= sup{ t > 0 ( H,( &) = 0). Then, because H,( &) -+ - ~0 a.s. (see the proof of 
Theorem 3.4( ii) ) it is obvious that T< 00 a.s. 
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Fix some E> 0, choose to such that P( to > T) > 1 - E and consider equation (4.2) on 
[t,,, T/\ (T) with initial condition &, = I$,,. Applying the generalized It6 rule together with 
the initial condition U,( 8,) = U,,( I$,,) = 0, implies that U,( 8,) = 0 Vt E [ f,, TA u). This, 
and the fact that H,( 8,) < 0 Vt E [to, TA a) (by the definition of a) indicate that 6 is a 
local (strict) maximum of (L,( . ), t E [to, r~ a) } (note that by continuity and the choice 
of to, 7~ u is strictly greater than to). 
We now show that 6, = fit VIE [to, r/\ a) a.e. on (to > T}. Assume not. Then (with some 
positive probability) there exists a finite bifurcation time S = S(w) E [to, TA a) such that 
in any small interval (S, S+ A) there exists a random ta E (S, S + A) with I?,, f I$,. 
Let 0 < A,, j, 0, define t, = td, and S, = ) I$, - 8,” ) . Then, since U,( &) = U,( 8,) = 0 \dt E 
[to, r A CT) It holds that 
0 = I u,,C h,,) - (I,( 6,,> I = I H,,( 6,) I am for SOme 6, E L k, %I , 
which, because & > 0 ‘dn, results in H,,( 6,) = 0 Vn. Therefore, since by definition, t,, J S 
and 6,,, + 6, = 0 (due to sample path continuity of 8 and I$, one may utilize the joint 
continuity of H to conclude that 
H,,,(&,,) -H.& =&(&) =0 
which, by definition results in S= u. Since this contradicts the underlying assumption (that 
bifurcation occurs before a~ 7) it confirms the validity of (4.2) for the MLE on [to, UA T) 
Now, by definition of T, P( H,( 6,) < 0 Vt >, to) > 1 - E. This, and the a.s. boundedness of 
8 (Theorem 3.2) imply that (4.2) holds for 8 on [to, “) w.p. > 1 - E. The definition of T 
leads to the second assertion (where T= 0 a.s.). q 
Remarks. I. No uniqueness assumption on 6 is needed. If the MLE 6 is multivalued then 
any selection with a continuous path would work. Note that the proof above shows that 
after a large time, no bifurcation of a continuous path is possible. 
2. In a similar way, one can derive the Wd counterpart of equation (4.2). By applying 
the vector valued It&Ventzell rule [ 25, Theorem 8.11, the (vector valued) MLE evolution 
equation becomes 
de,= -H;@,) ms(&,>(dx,-m(8,) dr) 
where 0, m,~ Wd, H, rn,,E Wdxd and y(‘) denotes the ith term of the vector y. Proofs are 
almost identical to those in the scalar case. The only differences lie in some minor techni- 
calities (e.g. the definition of the stopping time u refers, in the Wd case, to the largest 
eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix H) . 
3. A formal application of the It&Ventzell rule in a related ML problem is presented in 
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[ 361. After this work was completed, we learnt of [ 161, which describes the use of the It& 
Ventzell rule in a (linear in the state) ML estimation problem. Some technical difficulties 
in the derivation are pointed out there (in particular, the issue of existence of solutions is 
raised) and the current paper may be seen as a partial answer to the concerns raised in [ 161. 
4.2. Recursive estimation 
First note that well known, Newton-type algorithms are in fact an approximation of the 
MLE equation (4.2). However, (4.2) is not suitable for recursive estimation. This is because 
in general, it is valid only for large t’s (Theorem 4.2) and moreover, it requires the 
knowledge of the exact MLE at the initial time. 
We discuss an algorithm which is insensitive to initial conditions and is implementable 
Vt, > 0. The algorithm makes the estimator { 0,) ‘follow the gradient’ when U # 0 until it 
enters some neighborhood of a local maximum and then keeps 0, in this neighborhood as 
long as possible i.e., as long as singularity problems do not arise (where afterwards this 
process repeats itself). This switching policy is needed in order to maintain the necessary 
Aexibility which prevents the estimator from being ‘trapped’ in a no-solution situation (e.g. 
when H = 0 in (4.2) ) . 
In order to clarify the derivation we first introduce a simplified version of the algorithm 
and comment on its possible drawbacks. This would lead us to the appropriate modifications. 
Fix (Y > 0 and some small E, 6 > 0, define the set 
A(t)={81 IU,(8)1<6,H,(8)<-~) 
and modify (4.2) as follows: 
de,= -H,-‘(B,){m,[dx,-m(8,) dt] 
+ [lQ,(e,)H;‘(e,)m2H(e,) -H,~‘(B,)m,(B,)m,,(8,) 
+a11,(4)1 dtJl,o,au,I + fJ,(&) dt 1isw1 (4.6) 
with initial condition 0 ,,,, t,, > 0. 
Note that when 0, EA( t), the algorithm follows the likelihood equation (with a decay 
term), whereas when 0, E A’(t), it follows the gradient towards a local maximum. The main 
problem with (4.6) is the fact that this scheme could result in infinitely many switchings in 
bounded time intervals (or even uncountably many switchings). This clearly prevents (4.6) 
from being an implementable algorithm. This problem is solved below using an appropriate 
hysteresis for entering and leaving A(t) Moreover, to ensure a fast decay via the use of the 
likelihood equation, these boundaries are made time dependent in a suitable way. Since, 
asymptotically, the log-likelihood is a useless criterion because, under identifiability 
conditions, tl0# 8*, lim,,, L,( 0) = - ~0, the normalized criterion I,- ’ L,( . ) is used, and 
statements about convergence to sets of ‘local maxima’ like the set ( O( lim supr_= 
I,- ’ 1 U,( 0) 1 = 0, lim SUP,_~ I; ’ H,( 0) < 0) will be made. Observe that convergence to 
the latter is easily obtained if Bf E A ( t) V large t’s, On the other hand, while 19, E AC ( t) , the 
last term on the right-hand side of (4.6) may cause unbounded fluctuations in U and even 
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in I ~ ‘U, a fact which rules out convergence to such an ‘optimal’ limit set. Therefore, some 
normalization of this term should be introduced. Note that the natural normalizing process 
Z, = (U( (3”) >, [ 131 cannot be observed or computed (except in the linear-in-the-parameter 
case). Nevertheless, by (B 1) , Z, = 0( t “) which suggests that normalizing by t ” would not 
affect asymptotic properties. This requires another change in the definition of the ‘good 
sets’ A ( t) namely, 8, should serve as a boundary to the normalized gradient (rather than to 
the gradient itself). 
We transform these heuristic arguments into the following: Choose continuous 0 < 6, JO, 
0 < E, J, 0 where 6, satisfies 
(4.7a) 
(slt)“<s,/s, vt,,<s<t. (4.7b) 
For example, S, = t pp, 0 < p < 1 A V. will do. The definition of 6 will ensure, as will be 
seen below, that the algorithm enters A(t) in finite time, a.s., and, while in A(t), the 
normalized gradient decays faster than its boundary. 
Redefine the set A(t) , 
A(t) = (01 IUr(0) I ,<&t”, H,(O) ,< --F,I 
and let H(t) be the random collection of C[ 0, t] functions, 
.,ti( t) = ( &, E C[ 0, t] I3.s <t such that 
H,(~,)~-2~,~and~,~A(r) Vr~[s,t]). 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
Remark. This rather complicated definition of -d(t) sets for H an ‘entrance level’ - 2~~ 
and an ‘exit level’ - cr (into and from A(t) respectively). 
The changes in (4.6) are in the definition of the ‘good event’ and the normalizing of the 
second term. The proposed algorithm is 
de,= -H,-‘(e,){m,(8,)[dx,-m(B,) dtl 
+ [~Q,(e,,H,-2(e,)m2,(e,, -H ~‘(e,)m,(e,)m,,(e,) 
which holds in [to, 7) (where r is the explosion time), with any initial condition 0,(,, to > 0 
(where 0,=0,,, VtE [0, t,]). 
We can now state the following, 
Lemma 4.3. Let conditions (A), (B) hold. Then equation (4.10) possesses a unique strong 
solution in [to, r) . Moreover, switching from .ti to .SV” occurs only due to the Hessian i.e., 
the gradient decays faster than its boundury. 
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Proof. We first examine each phase separately. Our aim is to show that each of the two 
equations, which together form (4. lo), has a unique strong solution. 
Consider the ‘gal’-phase’ for which one has 
de, = t - “U,( 0,) dt . (4.11) 
Equation (4.11) is an ordinary differential equation with U being continuous in t and 
locally Lipschitz in 0, uniformly in t-compact sets (a.s.) . Hence, for almost every w, (4.11) 
admits a unique solution (up to explosion) (see e.g. Hale [ 17, Theorem I-3.1 ] ) . 
Now, since the sets ( dc( t) ) are open, every solution of (4.11) with initial condition in 
ti(r,) (some r,>O) stays in d’“(t) VtE [r”, r,+A), for some (random) A>0 (which 
in general depends on r, and the initial condition). 
On the other hand, on the &-phase (i.e. equation (4.10) without the last term on the 
right-hand side and without the restriction to d(t) ), strong existence and uniqueness are 
obtained exactly as in Lemma 4.1 (the additional aH - ’ U dt term does not alter the proof). 
The fact that switching from ti to dc is only due to H is shown as follows. Let { 6,} be 
a solution to the .&phase equation with initial condition 6, (some r, > 0) which satisfies 
6, E A ( ro) , H,( 8, ) < - 2&,.,, . Then, by applying the I&Ventzell rule [ 25, Theorem 8.11 
to the composition of 6, and U,( . ) , one obtains 
dU,(&)=-a(/,(&) dt, tE[r,,T~u) 
(where r and u are defined as in Subsection 4.1). This leads to 
(4.12) 
I u,(6) I = Iu,(&J lexp -act-rd 
<2&r,” exp -a(t-rO) <6,t”, tE(ro, TACT) 
The last two inequalities follow from the definition of A( ro) and (4.7b). This shows that 
the normalized gradient decays faster than its boundary 6, which implies that indeed leaving 
A? may occur only due to H. 
Finally, in combining these two solutions one has to prove that only finitely many 
switchings may occur over bounded time intervals (up to explosion). More precisely, it 
suffices to show that as long as the trajectory { 0,) is bounded, then it stays, say in S(t), 
over time periods which are bounded from below, uniformly in t-compacts. Fix N < 00 and 
an interval [a, b] , 0 <a < b < 00. It suffices to show that, applying (4.11) in [a, b] , with 
arbitrary initial conditions 61Y E [ -N, N] , s E [a, b] , results in the fact that an +,-change in 
H (i.e. worst case) with the trajectory { 19,} bounded by N, can occur only after some d = 
A( Q, N, w) . The proof relies on the joint ( 8, t) continuity of U and H, uniformly over 
compacts in W X W + (as.). 
Recall that U is locally Lipschitz and let { O$( t), a f t < b} denote the unique solution 
of 
f 
gf( t) = I r-“U,(e~;“(r))l(~B~(~),~N, dr , t>s (e:(t) =z, t<s) 
7 
(4.13) 
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Note that solutions of (4.12) are jointly continuous in (z, s, t) (as.) (see e.g. Hale [ 17, 
Theorem I-3.1 ] ) and let 
K=K(N,o)= sup sup t-“]U,(@( (<a,a.s.). 
(01 <N a<t<b 
(4.14) 
Then, one obtains that 
sup sup l@f,f(s+A) -z( <KA VA>0 a.s. 
1~1 <N n<r<b 
Therefore, since H is jointly continuous, uniformly on [ - N, N] X [a, b] (a.s.), there 
exists a d = a( Ed, N, w) > 0 such that w-p. 1 VA < 2, 
sup sup lH,(z) -H.~+,(%(s+A)) I 
.st[a.bl I:1 <N 
=G sup sup IH,(@ -H,(e’) 1 <&b (4.15) 
8,&E [ -N,N] t,rE La.61 
f&O’I <KLl If--T1 <A 
(note that the middle term of (4.15) is monotone and continuous in A) _ 
Consider now equation (4.10) with a truncation by a C” function h (see proof of 
Theorem 4.2). Such a truncated equation possesses a unique strong solution denoted by 
( e;“, to < t < ~1. This is because 0;” is bounded, hence, due to (4.15), its paths are charac- 
terized by finitely many switchings in bounded time intervals. 
Define ?“= inf( t > to ) ] 0;” 1 > NJ and note that (4.10) and its truncated version coincide 
on [t,,rN).Letr”=lim,_, rN, then 0, = 07 Vt E [t,,, TV), N > 1, is a unique strong solution 
of (4.10) on [to, T), where r= r2 (note that infinitely many switchings may occur in [a, 
b/IT)). 0 
Remark. A simplified version of algorithm (4.10) was introduced in [ 291. It should be 
noted that application of the simplified version is conditioned on the strict concaveness of 
the log-likelihood. 
In the remainder of this section we examine the problem of explosion for 0,. The analysis 
is essentially different from the corresponding one for the MLE process. Recall that having 
explosion (with positive probability) was ruled out due to the nonnegativity of the log- 
likelihood at the MLE. In case of the estimator 0, this property fails to hold. Moreover, even 
the fact that lim, HI _a L,( 0) = - m Vt 2 to (which is implied by (B4) ) is not enough to 
prevent the divergence of the algorithm. We therefore have to impose a somewhat stronger 
condition than (B4). 
In order to simplify notation, define the martingale M,( 0) = 1; me( 0, x,~, s) dw, and its 
increasing process (M( 0) )f = I:, M:( 8, x,, s) ds. Recall that 
(G(@),= f g2(Rx,, s) ds (g(ed =m(e,d -w3*,d) 
0 
and note that 
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We assume the following: 
(ii) lim inf inf I,’ (M(0)), > 0 a.s. 
(01 -)= f>T<l 
Remarks. 1. It could be easily verified that (B4 ‘) is valid (V6 E (0, 1) ) for B-polynomial 
drifts m( 0,. , ) with bounded coefficients where V( G( 0) ) = 0( 0(M( f3) ) . In general, this 
condition holds when m ‘,( 0, . , . ) is uniformly bounded from below for all large enough 18 ( 
and g( 8, ‘, . ) lm,( 8,. , . ) + f 00 (uniformly) as 19-, &-SC with a rate of ] 8 1 a (e.g. polyno- 
mial growth of g combined with m i > c > 0 V 18 1 large). 
2. Note that Z, = (M( 0*)), which suggests that (B4’) (ii) is a rather weak condition. 
3. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (B4’) * (B4). 
We can now state the following result: 
Theorem 4.4. Let (A), (B’) hold. Then, 
Proof. We first claim that under (B4’), 
lim inf 1;’ I U,( 0) I =x a.s. Vf,, > 0 . 
IH( -0 f>,” 
By the definitions of U, M and V(G), 
I;‘Cr,(~)=Z;‘(M,(8)-~V(G(8)),) 
(4.16) 
=I;’ V(G(8)),(M,(B)lV(G(8)),-t) . (4.17) 
Recall that due to (B 1) there exists a V> 0 such that C= suptzro f _ “I, < CC a.s. This, 
together with (B4’) (ii) leads to 
lim inf t-“(M( f3)),>0 as. 
(H( -= r>,Kl 
By [ 30, Corollary 3.41 this ensures that 
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Combined with (B4) (i) we have (by taking any YE (0, 6]), 
, ;;:x s,“! M,( 0) I I V(G( e)), =0 as. 
Therefore, with (4.17) and (B4’), which implies that inf,,,,, I,- ’ O(G( O)), + ~0 as 
(8) --SW (a.s.), we obtain (4.16). 
Note that (4.16) together with (B 1) indicate that for any s> 0, there exists an 
N=N(.~)<~suchthatw.p.>I-E, 
inf inf t ~ y] U,( 0) ) > a,(, 
I HI >A’ fbfu 
(4.18a) 
sup sup Ur( 0) sign( 0) < 0 , 
(HI 3-N I><,) 
(4.18b) 
where (4.18b) is implied by (4.1 Xa), the continuity of U,( . ) , and the fact that lim, H, +_ 
sup,> (,) L,( 0) = - m (see proof of Theorem 3.2). 
Consider first the case where ] f3,(,  > N. Then, due to algorithm (4.10) and (4.18), 0, is 
attracted monotonically towards ( -N, N), w.p. > 1 - 8 (where by the definition of &(t) 
and (4.18a), /!I& E d’(t), as long as ] 0, ] 2 N). This in fact implies that once 0, E ( - N, N) 
it remains bounded by N ( w.p. > 1 - F) . Letting E J. 0 completes the proof. 0 
Algorithm (4.10) represents in general an infinite dimensional algorithm. This is because 
the computation of H and Q (which could be done by the It&Ventzell formula) requires 
high order derivatives of L,( . ). However, when the drift is polynomial in 0 (of some finite 
order N), it results with an (N + 1 )-dimensional algorithm. 
Note the difference between the algorithm (4.10) and the conventional Newton type 
algorithms. For this case such an algorithm is of the form: 
de,= -H,-l(e,)m,(e,)[dr,-m(e,) dr] , H,,(e,,) <O a.s. 
where the approximate Hessian A is computed in some recursive way. 
(4.19) 
It is seen that (4.19) is actually a first order approximation to the ‘optimal’ algorithm 
where three ‘drift’ terms are added in the ‘Newton phase’. The first two (which however 
vanish in the linear-in-the-parameter case) are the outcome of the Brownian motion’s 
nonzero quadratic variation. The third, (Y dependent term in algorithm (4. lo), reflects the 
omission of the rather unrealistic assumption U,( e,) = 0 that is usually taken in the derivation 
of recursive algorithms, see e.g. [ 35, Section 2.2.31. Moreover, a Newton-type mode is 
activated in (4.10) only when the (normalized) gradient is sufficiently small and the 
estimator is in a ‘concave neighborhood’ of a local maximum. 
5. Performance 
In this section we first identify the limit set of the estimator 0,. This ‘convergence’ result is 
based on an ergodicity-type hypothesis (condition (C) below). We further examine strong 
consistency i.e. the a.s. convergence of algorithm (4.10) to the ‘true’ parameter 8*. This 
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is obtained under a strengthening of the identifiability condition (B2) (which allows to 
omit assumption (C) ) . In this case, asymptotic normality follows quite easily. We end with 
the role of the free parameter (Y and its effect on the closeness to the MLE. 
We consider the following condition: 
(C) The limits lim,, p I;’ V”,L,( 0) exist VIEW, k=O, 1, 2 as. 
See also conditions AZ, Ajr A, in Ljung [ 341 which correspond to k = 0, 1,2 (where I, = t 
is considered and deterministic limit functions are assumed). Define the random function 
t as 
L,( 0) = lim 1;‘L,( 19) 
f--)X 
and let the set of extremal points of L be denoted by 
o=D(w)={e]v~(e)=o). (5.1) 
Theorem 5.1. Let conditions (A), (B’), (C) hold. Then f3, + D as. That is 
d(0,, D)= inf le,-e,l -+0 U.S. 
&ED 
Before showing convergence we first need the following lemma, in which the derivatives 
of 1; are identified. 
Lemma5.2.Assume (A), (B), (C). Then 
VkL( 0) = lim z, 1 ViL,( e) VeE W, k= 1, 2, U.S. (5.2) 
f--‘” 
Moreover, the convergence in (5.2) is uniform on compacts (U.S.). That is, 
lim sup IZ;’ vk,L,(e) - v%(e) 1 =O, k= 1, 2, U.S. VfCc CR. (5.3) 
I+OC BEK 
Proof. We prove only for k = 1. Fix N < m then, due to the existence of the limits in (C) , 
< lim sup 
I [ 
lim I; ' CL0 / 1<N -a~(L,(e+~)--*(e))-~,(e) II 
< lim sup lim 1;’ U,(P) dP- u,(e) 
SJO IO1GN f--t" 
0 
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< lim sup sup 1; ’ 1 U,( p> - U,( e) 1 = 0 a.s. 
s/O H.P‘Z L -2N.2Nl I>fO 
Io-p1<6 
The last equality is based on the a.s. equicontinuity of (1; ’ U,( * ) }rSh,, uniformly over 
compacts. Since this holds for all N < x (and also for ET 0) , monotone convergence leads 
to (5.2). This also implies that VL is continuous, since it is the pointwise limit of equicon- 
tinuous functions. 
As for the second part of the lemma, note that (C) and the equicontinuity above imply 
that the function set 
1%( . ) I,,, = (I;’ U,( ) - on . ) I,,,<, 
is (a.s.) equicontinuous. By the first part of the proof (u,( . ) } converge (pointwise) to zero 
hence equicontinuity implies that they converge uniformly to zero (a.s.) 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We first claim that E < 0 a.s. Recall that L,( 0) = G,( 0) - i (G( 0) ), 
By (B3) and (A.5), 
lim sup sup I,- ’ (G( 13) )t 
I--t% IHIGN 
<N ‘+“limsupZ,’ h;(x,, s) ds<m a.s. VN<m . 
,-“r 
0 
Therefore, together with a martingale LLN (for G,( 13)) and the equicontinuity of 
lI;‘G,(. 1 Ifat,, we have 
lim sup 1,’ 1 G,(e) 1 =0 a.s. VN< x 
f’” IHI<N 
which by monotone convergence and (C) lead to 
L(8)= limZ;‘L,(@=-i limI,P’(G(f3)),<0 t/f3eW a.s. 
1’” f’” 
Distinguish throughout between the following three disjoint events: 
R,=(wI~~(w)<msuchthat8;,~~(t)~t~T), 
Q=(wl!lT(o)<~suchthat8&P&(t) VtaT}, 
03 =(f2, Uf2,)‘. 
That is, on 0, and Q only finitely many switchings occur in [to, m) with /$, e&‘(t) 
(the ‘best case’). 0; E af”( t) (the ‘worst case’), respectively, while on @ infinitely many 
switchings occur in [to, a). 
Consider the event 0,. In this case, the gradient U satisfies the ODE (4.12) V large t’s 
(with 0, instead of 8,). This, together with the definition of A leads to 
(i) lim u,(e,) =O; 
,F+” 
(ii) lim sup H,( e,) < 0 ; 
t+- 
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which, by the definition of e, the a.s. boundedness of 0, and the uniform convergence (5.3) 
imply that, a.e. on R,, 
(i) lim VL(0,)=0; (ii) lim sup F’L( 0,) <O . 
t-2 f--r= 
On the other hand, in the ‘worst case’ ( w E 0,)) 0, always tends monotonically towards 
some local maximum of I,- ’ L,( . ) by the rule d = I ~ “U,( 0) which can be rewritten in the 
form 
6, = - c, vv( 0,) + b, (5.4) 
with c,= 1 -“I,, b,=I;‘Ut(0,)-VL(8,) and VV(.)=-V’(.) (where V(.)=-e(.) 
> 0). Our goal is to represent (5.4)) via time resealing, in a form of a (continuous-time) 
SA algorithm for which a well established theory is available. Let p( t) = log t and denote 
zt= Qt)’ Pr=b,Ct,l~pC,) and at=cllCt) lt (note that (B 1) ensures that 0 < inf,,,, c, G 
sup,> t0 c, < 0~). With these definitions (5.4) becomes 
i, = -a, mqz,) + a& (5.5) 
Recall that the paths of 0, are bounded (w.p. 1) . This, together with the equicontinuity of 
(I,- ’ U,( . ) } and the continuity of VL( . ) (and the boundedness of c, away from zero) 
imply that suprS f. 1 /3, ) < m and moreover, that 1 pt 1 + 0, as. (by Lemma 5.2). The bound- 
edness of c, (from both sides) ensures that 0 <a,-) 0 and 1;7, a, dt= x. The fact that 
0 < VE C2, combined with the properties of pt and a,, enables to utilize Lemma 1 in Ljung 
[ 331 (with A > instead of A3) which implies that zt -+ D (a.s.) This results in the same 
conclusion for 0,. Therefore 
0,-D as t+m a.e.ona. (5.6) 
We note that, although only discrete-time SA algorithms are investigated in [ 331, the 
proofs carry on to continuous-time SA by replacing summations with integrations. More- 
over, since a fixed realization is considered throughout the proof of Lemma 1 in [ 331, it 
applies also to stochastic functions V( . ) for which A,-A, (or A;) hold outside an w-null 
set. 
Finally, the intermediate case of infinitely many switchings in [to, 30) (i.e. WE 0,) is 
considered. Let D” = { 8 1 d( 19, D) < 6). By the second part of Ljung’s proof (of Lemma 1 
in [ 33]), for any fixed realization outside an w-null set, and for every 6’ > 0, there exists a 
6 E (0, 6’) and a T= T( 6’, w) < 00 such that (5.5) with any initial condition zsO E D ‘, so > T, 
results in z, E D” Vr > so. This obviously holds for (5.4) (with T’ = er) . By the definition 
of the sets d(t) and D, combined with the uniform convergence in (5.3), for any 6> 0 
there exists S=S( 6, w) <m such that 13; e&(t) * 0, E Ds Vt >, S. Hence, Vt > S, every 
entrance into S(t) occurs with 0, ED’. Thus, by the argument above, as long as 
O:,E_@(~), @ED”’ tlt>T’VS and because D”cD*‘, it follows that 0,ED” 
Vt > T’ V S. The arbitrary choice of 6’ completes the proof. 0 
We now turn to the second part of this section in which the case D = 9* is studied. The 
following modification of the identifiability condition (B2) is considered. 
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(B2’) V6> 0, 3& 6) =&S, w) > 0 such that 
lim inf I,- ’ 
f’z.2 
md 0, x.,, s)g( 8, x,, s) ds > 8 6) a.s. 
VBsuchthat (e-0*1 >6. 
Remark. Clearly (B’) * (B) (by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality) i.e. 0” is identifiable 
[361. 
The formulation of the ‘classical’ asymptotic properties of 0, (i.e. consistency and asymp- 
totic ,V( 0, 1) normality) follows the steps of the corresponding analysis for the MLE. The 
main difference lies in the proof of strong consistency. We therefore omit most of the details 
and refer to the full proofs in Section 3. 
Lemma 5.3. Let (A), (B’) hold. Then 
liminf inf Z;‘(U,(0)(<&8) =0 VO<6<N<m 
I-r HE K” n 
(q=(ep~ (e-e*1 01). 
Proof. The proof follows the lines of the corresponding proof of Lemma 3.3. We do only 
the first step. We first claim that 
lim I;’ mH( 0, x,, s) dw, =0 Vl3E Kz a.s. (5.7) 
1-1 
0 
To see this, note from (B3) and (A5), 
lim sup 1;’ sup 
I 
m?,(& x,, s) ds 
I+= Ht Kz 
0 
<2(l+N I+“) lim sup I,-’ 
I 
h:(x,,, s) ds<m a.s. 
f-z 
0 
which, together with a martingale LLN (for /{, nzH dw) and the equicontinuity of 
{I,- ’ I& mHH( , A, 3) dw, Itar imply (5.7) (see Lemma 3.3 for a proof of a similar case). 
By the definition of U and (B2) the following hold a.s. for every 0E KT: 
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f 
lim inf Z, ’ 1 U,( 19) 1 > lim inf I,- ’ II md 8, x,y, s)g( 0, x.7, s) ds f--t= r+= 0 
- lim sup I; ’ WA&X,, s) dw, a!361 . 
,F+” 
0 
The equicontinuity of (I; ’ U,( . ) ),,,, over K! implies the lemma as in the proof of 
Lemma 3.3. 0 
Note that Lemma 5.3 implies that under condition C it holds that D = 0” (a.s.) . Hence, 
with Theorem 5.1 we immediately obtain 0, --f 8” a.s. The theorem below suggests that this 
holds even without assuming (C) . 
Theorem 5.4. Under conditions (A), (B’) : 
(i) Bt - 13” U.S. 
(ii) Zj’2( 0, - O*)a JV(O, 1). 
Moreover, the number of switchings in [to, a) is a.s.finite. 
Proof. (i) First note that the algorithm imposes 
lim inf Z;’ 1 U,( 0,) 1 =0 . (5.8) 
1’” 
Because if (5.8) does not hold, then, by the definition of d(t) (recall that Z,=O(t “) by 
(B 1) ), 06 EW( t) for all large t’s and, since the (normalized) gradient vanishes only 
finitely many times, then by (4.11) 1 f51r ( + m which contradicts the a.s. boundedness of the 
estimator’s paths. 
Fix 6, 8 > 0, choose N = N( E) < m such that P( sup,> rg I 0, - f3 * ) > N) < E. Then, due to 
Lemma5.3and(5.8),if IO,-B*I>6foralltlargeenough, 
0= liminfZ;‘IU,(O,)I& liminf inf Z,-‘IU,(O)(>5(6)>0, 
r’” f--‘” HGK$ 
W.P.>l_&. (5.9) 
This contradiction holds V’6, s>O and therefore implies that P( 3T( W, 6) s.t. 
inf,,,)O,-8*) >rS)=OVfi>O. 
Now note that by (B 1) and Lemma 5.3, for any fixed 6, E> 0 and N < x, there exists a 
T= T( E, 6, N) < 00 such that w.p. > 1 - E, 
inf inf t - ” IU,(O)~>,~(S)/2C>O, C=?(w)= supt_“I,. (5.10) 
f&T HtK$’ f 2 f” 
Hence, since I 0, - 8* ( is uniformly bounded, say by N, w.p. > 1 - E, then t - “U,( 0,) 
cannot change its sign while 0, lies outside a &neighborhood of i3*, for all large enough t’s 
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(w.p. > 1 - 2~). Furthermore, by the definition of&‘(t), (5.10) implies that w.p. > 1 - 36, 
(0,-8*1~6=8~G~Z(t) Vf>TVS (where S=S(6, E)<E is defined as such that 
6,<5(6)/2cVt>S, w.p.> 1-E). 
On the other hand, the equicontinuity of {I; H,( ) ),,, and the fact that 
1; ’ H,( O*) + - 1 (see proof of Theorem 3.4), enable to choose a 6> 0 and a T’ < x such 
that 
sup sup H,(O)<-;I,,<-E,,, w.p.>l-6. 
IO-/fH*ISSr>T’ 
(5.11) 
We now claim that, since 0, lies in a b-neighborhood of 8” infinitely often, then it follows 
that P( 3T( w) s.t. 0{, E&(f) Vt 2 T) = 0. Recall that the algorithm drives 0, monotonically 
(by the rule (4.11) ) as long as U,( 0,) does not vanish and @& CZ s’( t). On the other hand, 
the MLE 6,, for which (/,( 6,) = 0, satisfies 16, - 0” 1 < 6 for all sufficiently large t’s, Note 
that (5.11) and the definition of &‘(t) imply that if IO, - 8” ) < 6 and 0;) @,oi’( t), then 
t “1 rlf( 19,) ( > 8, (V large r’s). Hence, since by (4.7a) If;, 6, dt = XI, it follows that &, enters 
into &(r) in finite time, while ( 0, - O* ( < 6, for all large enough t’s (note also that if 
19:) e.ti( t) t/ large f’s then by (4.7a) and (4.1 I ), ( O,l + x which contradicts Theorem 
4.4). Recall that switching from d(f) to &“(t) occurs only due to the Hessian (Lemma 
4.3). Hence, by the definition of d(t) and (5.1 l), once 0:; E&( t’) and ) O,, - O* ) < 6, 
t’>T’thenitwillremainin.d(t)Vt>t’>T’(w.p.>l-E). 
Now, since 0;) EC&‘(~) V large t’s, (5.8) is strengthened such that Z, ’ U,( 13,) + 0, as 
t -) m, which implies convergence (by a contradiction similar to (5.9) ) The arbitrariness 
of E and 6 completes the proofs of (i) and finite switchings. 
(ii) The main task is to show that Z,- “‘(I,( 0,) -+ 0 as. Equipped with this property we 
can expand I, “’ U,( 0,) around O*and continue exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.4( ii). 
Since the number of switchings in [to, ~0) is finite and 13; g&‘(t) Vt > T (some large 
enough T= T(w) < x) where on .r9( t) dU = - al/ dt (by the generalized Ito rule), then 
Ir/,(&)I = IUT(8T)lexp -cu(t-T) t’t&T (5.12) 
which implies that U,( 0,) j 0 a.s. 0 
Corollary 5.5. Let (A), (B ‘) hold. Then for euery estimator 6, which satisfies 
(i) T;“2U,(~~) +O a.~.; (ii) sup 18, ( <x U.S. 
f 2 a, 
the following holds: 
I:‘“( 8, - 0”) -% M(O, 1) , 
I:‘2(e,-6r)-o a.s. 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
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Proof. The consistency is based on (i), (ii) which lead to a contradiction similar to (5.9). 
Asymptotic normality is proved exactly as in Theorem 5.4. Expanding I,-“‘( U,( 8,) - 
U,( 6,) ) around 0” and using Theorems 5.4 and 3.4 imply (5.14), see also [ 18, Theorem 
6.21. 0 
The previous analysis does not indicate that the free coefficient (Y has any influence on 
the algorithm’s performance. Recall however that the underlying motivation behind the use 
of (Y > 0 was to have an estimator which converges rapidly to the MLE and is thus almost 
optimal in finite time. This fast convergence to the optimum is of great practical importance 
(where only finite processing time is actually available). The classic rate of convergence 
(to the MLE) of efficient estimators (in the N’( 0, 1) sense) is, by the preceding corollary, 
of order I:12. The following result points out a significantly higher convergence speed for 
our estimator 8,. 
Theorem 5.6. Assume (A), (B’) hold. Then for every cx’ < (Y it holds that 
ew”l, ( 13, - 4, 1 + 0 U.S. (5.15) 
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 5.4, there exists a T= T(W) <a a.s. such that (5.12) holds. 
Expanding U,( 0,) around 6, (with U,( 6,) = 0 vt) results in 
U,(&)=U,(&) exp -~(t-T)=(8,-8,)H,(8,), f$E[O,, d,] . (5.16) 
Since 0,-t 6, + 8* and I,-‘H,( 0*) - - 1 (a.s.) then, due to the equicontinuity of 
(I; ’ H,( ) ),, ,(, we have 1; ’ H,( 6,) + - 1 a.s. This implies that 
P 
L 
;>“: r;‘H,( e,, <o 
1 
= I 
which enables us to define Y, = - I, H ,- ’ ( 6,)) t >, T. Rearranging (5.16) results in 
U,(0,-)Y,exp -c~(t-T)=1,(8,-0,). (5.17) 
Choose some 0 < (Y’ < cy, define V= UT( 8r)exp aT and multiply both sides of (5.17) by 
,‘, e . 
VU, exp -((Y-~~‘)f=(e,-e,)I,expar’t. (5.18) 
Since Y,+ 1 as. this leads to 
[Vexp -(cw-c.u’)t-(&f$)I,expa’t]*O a.s. 
which, because V exp - (a - a’) t + 0 (due to the as. finiteness of V), is equivalent to 
(5.15). 0 
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Remark. Note the significant influence of (Y on convergence speed, where the exponential 
term clearly dominates the convergence rate. This indicates a much higher convergence 
speed than the classical result (5.14). It can be observed that for cu=O one has 
I? (8, - I$( + 0 a.s. tlcp < 1 (which also improves on (5.14) ) 
We conclude with some comments on Wd extensions. A vector valued algorithm, which 
is based on the (vector valued) MLE equation (4.5), can be derived by following the basic 
logic behind the construction of its real valued counterpart (4.10). Some essential differ- 
ences should though be mentioned. The definitions of the sets A(t) and _d( t) should be 
modified: The set A(t) could be in the form 
A(r)= ~EW”( Ir~“~i,“‘(8))~6,,somel~i,<d, max h,(H,(@),<-E, 
I <IS‘/ > 
where U”’ is the ith term of the gradient vector U and hi(H) is the ith eigenvalue of the 
Hessian matrix H (since (IV),= (I/( e”)), E Wdxd. one can take 1, = trace(U), as the ‘nat- 
ural norming process’, with I, = 0( t ~ “) ). The hysteresis in the definition of&(t) should 
be applied to the largest eigenvalue of H,( 0). 
Concerning analysis, proofs of Theorems 4.4 and 5.4 (which rely explicitly on the fact 
that BE W), do not apply to the W” case. An adaptation of these proofs to the vector valued 
case may involve a need for stronger conditions. This requires further study. Finally, note 
that asymptotic normality (Theorem 5.4( ii)) should be written as (U):‘>( 19~ - 0:) 
3 I I“( 0, 1“) (where I” is the identity matrix in Wr’xr’ and (U) I”= the symmetric square 
root of (U)). This follows a multivariate, continuous-time martingale CLT [ 221. 
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